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ABSTRACT

Brightness adjustment is an important part of image enhance-
ment, but some of the best brightness adjustment methods in
terms of result quality are too complex to run in real-time and
many are not suitable for hardware implementation. In this
paper a fast learning-based and hardware-friendly method for
local brightness adjustment is proposed that in real-time ob-
tains results of higher quality than some of the best methods.
The results are presented and discussed. The source code is
at http://www.fer.unizg.hr/ipg/resources/
color_constancy/.

Index Terms— Brightness adjustment, fitting, hardware-
friendly, image enhancement, interpolation, look-up table.

1. INTRODUCTION

Brightness adjustment is an important task in image enhance-
ment and it is part of many image enhancement methods.
These include simple modifications of histogram equal-
ization [1]–[3], adaptive histogram equalization [4] [5],
Retinex-based methods [6]–[12], naturalness preserving
methods [13] [14], unsharp masking [15] [16], automatic
color equalization [17] [18], etc. Many specific image pro-
cessing or computer vision tasks perform well only if bright-
ness adjustment and image enhancement in general produce
results of sufficient quality [19].

For real-time hardware implementations the applied
method should be as fast as possible, simple, and hardware-
friendly [20]. Unfortunately, many methods that produce
high-quality results are either too slow to run in real-time or
too complex for a simple and cheap implementation.

In this paper, a novel hardware-friendly local brightness
adjustment method is proposed. It uses only pixel intensities
and the mean of their local neighborhoods. A pre-calculated
look-up table avoids complex calculations and results in high
speed. The proposed method is named Firefly and it is shown
to outperform several other brightness adjustment methods in
terms of computation speed and resulting image quality.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section II the mo-
tivation for a new model is explained, in Section III the pro-

posed method is described, in Section IV experimental results
are presented and discussed. Section V concludes the paper.

2. MOTIVATION

Image brightness adjustment is performed by processing its
luminance channel. In most cases this is the Y channel of
the image in the Y UV colorspace [21]. Other luminance
channels may be used as well, e.g. the ones of the HSV ,
HSL, and Lab colorspaces or a parametrized luminance
channel [22]. The luminance value Y of a pixel represented
in the RGB colorspace as a vector p = (R,G,B)

T is

Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B. (1)

If Y is mapped to Y ′ after brightness adjustment, then in the
RGB colorspace the pixel p is mapped to

p′ =
Y ′

Y
p =

(
Y ′

Y
R,

Y ′

Y
G,

Y ′

Y
B

)T

. (2)

Local brightness adjustment generally produces results of
higher quality than global brightness adjustment. Adjusting
the value of Y to Y ′ can be described by a mapping

Y ′ = f (Y,m) (3)

where f is a local adjustment function and the local neigh-
borhood around p is described by a parameter vector m =
(m1, m2, ...,mn)

T . Examples of m include the histogram
of local neighborhood of p as in contrast limited adaptive his-
togram equalization (CLAHE) [5] or the whole image as in
Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) [17]. If the components
of m have to be calculated first before applying f to obtain
Y ′, then the dimension and calculation of m influence both
the computational cost of f and the suitability of the whole
method for hardware implementation.

If only a single scalar is used to describe the local neigh-
borhood of p, then Eq. (3) is simplified to

Y ′ = f (Y,m) . (4)
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Further, in many cases images are represented using 8 bits
per channel, which means that the values of both Y and Y ′

are from the set U = {0, 1, ..., 255}. If m is also represented
by using only values from U , then the mapping of f is

f : U × U 7→ U. (5)

If values of such f are pre-calculated and stored into a 256×
256 look-up table (LUT), the per pixel complexity of bright-
ness adjustment depends only on calculation of m since read-
ing from LUT can be performed in O(1). Three problems
arise: what should the parameter m represent, how to calcu-
late m fast, and which values for LUT give best results?

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. Local neighborhood description

One of the simplest choices for m in Eq. (4) is the mean
brightness of the local neighborhood. By using integral im-
ages it can be calculated in O(1) per pixel complexity [23].
If the memory available for calculating and storing integral
images is limited, an alternative is to take only r × r pixels
evenly spread across the image and to perform the averaging
on them by applying a k × k kernel. This approximates the
mean brightness around the taken r× r image pixels. To give
the closer pixels more weight, the averaging can be repeated
s times. For any other image pixel p the mean can be approx-
imated by first taking the already calculated means for four of
the processed r× r pixels closest to p and merging them with
bilinear interpolation in O(1) per pixel complexity.

3.2. LUT learning algorithm

A learning-based approach is used to determine LUT val-
ues. The learning data consists of a set of images and a set
of their versions enhanced by some previously chosen image
enhancement methods that give high quality enhancement re-
sults. More detail on how to choose these methods will be
given in Section 4.2. Given an image and its enhanced ver-
sion, for each pixel p in the original image and its correspond-
ing pixel p′ in the enhanced image a triplet (Y,m, Y ′) can be
obtained where Y and Y ′ are the luminance values of p and
p′, respectively, and m describes the local neighborhood of p.
The idea is to use many such triplets (Yi,mi, Y

′
i ) as ground-

truth to fill LUT’s values. However, instead of one, for some
combinations of Y and m there may be more triplets or even
none, which opens the question which Y ′ to store in LUT.

As for multiple triplets with the same values of Y and m,
they can all be replaced with a single triplet (Y,m, Y ′′) where
Y ′′ is the mean of multiple triplets’ values of Y ′i :

Y ′′ =

∑
Y=Yi,m=mi

Y ′i∑
Y=Yi,m=mi

1
. (6)

To solve the problem of missing triplets for some values of
Y and m, first a model for f in Eq. (4) is chosen, e.g. a
polynomial of an arbitrary order n:

f(Y,m) =

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

i+j≤n

aijY
imj =

= a00 + a10Y + a01m + ... + a1n−1Y mn−1 + a0nm
n.
(7)

The chosen model is then fitted to points representing the
available triplets. Since f has two parameters, this is essen-
tially a surface fitting. After the fitting, f is used to fill the
whole LUT. If f is smooth, then so is the surface stored in
LUT, which is good for the quality of the final result.

The proposed method is named Firefly for its simplicity
and the pseudocodes for its learning and application phases
are given in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Firefly - Learning

1: T = {}
2: for i = 1..imgsN do
3: I = LoadImage(i)
4: E = EnhanceImage(I)
5: T = T ∪ ExtractTriplets(I, E)
6: end for
7: T ′ = MergeTriplets(T ) using Eq. (6)
8: f = FitToData(T ′)
9: for Y = 0..255 do

10: for m = 0..255 do
11: LUT (Y,m) = min (max (bf(Y,m)c, 0), 255)
12: end for
13: end for

Algorithm 2 Firefly - Application

1: I = GetImage()
2: for i = 1 to I.rowsCount do
3: for j = 1 to I.columnsCount do
4: Y = I.GetLuminance(i, j)
5: m = I.CalculateInterpolatedMean(i, j)
6: Y ′ = LUT (Y,m)
7: I.SetLuminance(i, j, Y ′)
8: end for
9: end for

3.3. Sharp images

For some images the application of Firefly may result in loss
of sharpness. This can be simply fixed by calculating the ratio
f(Y,m)/Y for all pixels, averaging these ratios with a 3× 3
kernel, and multiplying the initial pixel brightness with the
new averaged ratios. However, since this is rarely needed be-
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Fig. 1. Processing of NPEA test images: (a) original, (b) HE, (c) ACE, (d) NPEA, and (e) Firefly.

cause it represents a special case, the experimental results in
the next section were obtained without applying this step.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Image datasets

To obtain the triplets, all 568 8-bit images from the Col-
orChecker dataset [24] were used. Most of them are of size
874× 583 and many have unadjusted brightness. The images
were enhanced by performing histogram equalization (HE),
Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) [17], and Naturalness
Preserved Enhancement Algorithm (NPEA) [14]. The ob-
tained triplets were used to fit the polynomial in Eq. 7 for
n = 5. Optimal values for Firefly’s parameters r, k, and
s were determined as described later by using an online
available challenging dataset described in [14]. All methods
including Firefly were finally tested on the same eight images
that were used to test NPEA in its original paper [14].

4.2. Image quality assessment

Several objective image quality assessment measures were
used to test the performance of the Firefly method: statisti-

cal naturalness (SN) [25], information content (IC) [26], and
local information content (LIC) [27]. SN is a number in inter-
val [0, 1] based on intensity statistics of natural images with
higher being better, IC measures the Shannon entropy of the
image luminance values, and LIC is the mean IC for 8 × 8
equal image patches as proposed in [27]. Both IC and LIC
can be seen as contrast measures on global and local scale, re-
spectively, and they are calculated on the grayscale versions
of the images provided by Eq. (1). To measure their com-
bined value during the learning of Firefly’s parameter values,
the product SN·IC·LIC was used.

Four different cases of obtaining Firefly LUTs have been
tested. For each case different image pairs were used to
obtain the triplets. To obtain the triplets for the first three
cases, the images from the ColorChecker dataset were en-
hanced by applying ACE, HE, and NPEA, respectively. For
the fourth case the image pairs were generated so that for
each of the original ColorChecker image its enhanced version
was the one from the previous three cases that had the highest
product SN·IC·LIC. These four cases are denoted FireflyACE,
FireflyHE, FireflyNPEA, and Fireflyall, respectively. For each
of them the rest of the testing process was the same.

First, Algorithm 1 was performed for every combination



of parameters r ∈ {5, 10, ...100}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, and s ∈
{0, 1, ...5} on ColorChecker images. Each combination re-
sulted in one LUT, which was then applied to the dataset de-
scribed in [14]. The LUT that resulted in the highest mean
product SN·IC·LIC for the images of this dataset was used to
perform the final testing on the eight images that were also
used for the final validation of NPEA [14]. In this way each
part of the testing process was performed on a different im-
age set. The results and images of the final tests are shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively. It is evident that the image
pairs used to create the triplets play a significant role in the
Firefly’s resulting image quality. When the combined results
of other methods are used to create triplets, Firefly outper-
forms all other tested methods in terms of objective quality
measures. The LUT with triplets and the code to reproduce
and use it is available at http://www.fer.unizg.hr/
ipg/resources/color_constancy/. It is important
to mention that in the process of learning the values for LUT
other image quality measures can also be used successfully.

Table 1. Performance measures for different methods applied
to images used to originally test NPEA (higher is better).

Method mean SN mean IC mean LIC mean SN·IC·LIC
do nothing 0.34 7.17 5.38 14.00

ACE 0.71 7.52 5.85 31.79
HE 0.64 7.69 5.71 28.18

NPEA 0.58 7.47 5.86 26.18

FireflyACE 0.74 7.36 5.63 30.71
FireflyHE 0.73 7.50 5.76 31.33

FireflyNPEA 0.57 7.34 5.50 23.81
Fireflyall 0.78 7.44 6.02 34.33

4.3. Interpolation

For hardware implementation the 256 × 256 LUT can be
downsampled to d × d. Bilinear interpolation can approxi-
mate any original value. Fig. 2 shows that for results obtained
with and without interpolation, the average per pixel percep-
tual CIELab difference ∆E∗ab is below the just-noticeable
difference (JND) threshold of 2.3 [28] for most values of d.

4.4. Computation speed

The computation speed test was performed on a computer
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2500K CPU with only one core
used. For ACE, HE, and NPEA their online available source
codes were used and the parameters were set to default values.
In the case of ACE, its fast implementation [18] was used, for
HE its OpenCV implementation was used, and for NPEA the
version provided by the authors [14] was used. The results
in Table 2 show that in terms of computation speed Firefly
outperforms all other tested methods.

Table 2. Combined computation time for first 100 images of
the ColorChecker dataset.

Method Time (s)
ACE 235.20
HE 4.37

NPEA 2024.48
Firefly 3.95

Fig. 2. Average per pixel ∆E∗ab for NPEA test images be-
tween results obtained with a 256× 256 and a d× d LUT.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A novel fast learning-based and hardware-friendly method for
local brightness adjustment has been proposed. It is shown
to achieve results of higher quality than some successful and
more complex models. The method also outperforms all other
tested methods in terms of computation speed.
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